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FRENCH VINTAGE POCHETTE made by Brigitte Giblin

A ‘pochette’ is a french word for a small pocket or pouch for kit or money and the
ideal place to keep your sewing tools and current project.
This bag has been hand pieced, however it is also suitable for English Paper Piecing.
 
Finished size:  12-1/2” high and 9-1/2” diameter base 

MATERIALS:
  *  scrap fabrics for the hexagons, jewel shapes and pentagons or a selection of 6 
different fabrics with suitable motifs for fussy cutting the different shapes
  *  32-1/2” wide x 7” high fabric for the outer top section of the bag
  *  32-1/2” wide x 13-1/2” high fabric for the lining
  *  31-1/2“ x 12-1/2” high fusible light weight batting - e.g. pellon
  *  11” square fabric for the base lining
  *  10” square heavy duty fusible interfacing for the base
  *  two pieces 13” long x 1-1/2” wide fabric for the cord casings
  *  two pieces 34” long cord or thin ribbon
  *  template plastic for the 3 shapes: hexagon, jewel and pentagon

METHOD - OUTER SHELL:
Use the pattern provided to make templates for the hexagon, jewel shape and pentagon,
including 1/4” seam allowance for hand piecing.
See the pattern graph below for the base and sides of the bag.  3 ‘jewel flowers’
6 pentagons and 16 hexagons make up the outer shell

If necessary, mark a sewing line 1/4” from the edge of pieces on the wrong side of fabric.
Sew on the marked lines to make up the 3 ‘jewel flowers’.  For the base, sew the
6 pentagon shapes to the ‘jewel flower’ as per the diagram.  For the sides of the bag,
sew 8 hexagons between the 2 ‘jewel flowers’ as per the diagram.
Next, sew the base to the top panel and finally sew up the side to form the top part
into a tube and thus completing the outer patchwork shell. 
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Make a 1/4” turning to the wrong side around the top of the shapes and baste in place.
Sew a 1/2”seam along the short sides of the outer top section of the bag to make a tube
that will fit inside the patchwork shell, with a 1/2” overlap - see diagram

Now pin, and then baste along the top edge of the shapes.  Applique in place.

LINING THE BAG:
Use the pattern to cut a fabric circle for the base.  Cut the fusible interfacing on the
inside line of the pattern and iron to the wrong side of the fabric.

Centre the fusible batting on the wrong side of the lining fabric, leaving a 1/2” seam
allowance on the edges. Iron in place and then sew up the side seam to form a tube.
Snip 1/4” cuts along the bottom edge at 1” intervals.

With right sides facing, pin the tube around the edge of the base as per the diagram:

Baste in place and then
stitch through all thicknesses
about 3/8” from the raw
edges.

Place the lining inside the outer shell.  Pin the layers together just above the hexagons
and flatten as per the diagram.  Use the pattern provided to mark the points along
the top, 1/4” below the edge and 1/4” in on sides.
Cut away the fabric, 1/4” above the
marked line.  Snip to the sewing line in 
the “V” sections and on each end for ease
of turning.  Pin again under each point so
that the layers do not move.
Now turn the edges of the lining and outer
shell in towards each other to the sewing
line (knife edge) and baste in place.
Whip stitch along the edge encasing the 
turnings. 
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CASING AND CORD:
Make a 1/2” turning at each end of the casing fabric and sew in place.
Bring the long raw edges together so that they meet in the centre.  Press
in place. Pin to each side, 1/4” above
the edges of the appliqued patchwork.
Applique top and bottom edges through
all layers.
Do the same for the other side.
Thread one cord in and back on the left
side and the other cord in and back on
the right side.  Thread the ends through
a bead or secure inside 2 small buttons
or covered hexagons for the pulls. 

1-3/4” hexagon with 1/4” 
seam allowance

1-3/4”jewel shape with 1/4” 
seam allowance

1-3/4” pentagon with 1/4” 
seam allowance

PATTERN PIECES

A

C

B
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Pattern piece D - half circle for base 

Cut 1 base on outer broken line
in lining fabric placed on fold (c=10.25d)

Cut 1 base on inner solid line
in heavy fusible interfacing
placed on fold (c=9.5d)

half circle for base
place on fold  ......>

centre

pattern for 
top edge
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